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Tobacco policy:
Off campus smoking policy
is up for discussion
B y A M A N D A K AT E W I N K E L M A N
News /Loca l Ed i t o r
Recently among CJcorgc Fox Universitystudents there have been rumors of a supposed
change in the tobacco policy. There has beenno cbangc in the policy, however it was in
cons ide ra t i on .
The policy as stated in the Community
Lifestyle Statement is, "the use of tobacco is
not permitted in any George Fox University
building or by employees or traditional
undergraduate students."
"We arc considering not to enforce the
policy off campus, which would mean that we
would allow smoking off campus," said Brad
Lau, Vice President of Student Life.
One of the reasons for this supposed change
was because it is a hard policy to enforce. While
the prevention of using tobacco can easily
be controlled on campus, it is probably more
" W e w e n t, , J t h a n h e a r d a b o u t o f fb3Ck <ind campus.
d e c i d e d " i " t h e p a s t
fhor i f several years wehave only had about
would not 12 off campus
be a good incidents that wc
, ° h a v e k n o w n a b o u t ,
change until because it's not
there was typically something
1 ^ * t h a t c o m e s t o o u ra l o t m o r e
p r o c e s s
- Brad Lau
attention," said Lau.
A n o t h e r r e a s o n
the policy was under
c o n s i d e r a t i o n w a s
because of the increase o f in ternat iona l s tudent
that attend George Fox University. A Majority
of the international students come from China,
where smoking is a significant part of the
culture. Lau led a juniors abroad trip to China
and realized how prevalent it is in their nation.
The University has tried to help students
who suffer from tobacco addictions. They offer
help with nicotine patches and other types of
resources to try to assist students in quitting,
Lau admits to this not being very successful,
since so few people arc caught and it is an issue
rarely brought to the University's attention. If
a traditional undergraduate student docs get
See TOBACCO I page 8
Week of living light
B y A M Y C R i T E S
Guest Reporter
During the week of Oct. 24, the George
Fox University student body will have the
opportunity to take part in a global event,
'i'hroughnut the week, different events on
campus and across Newberg will take place in
correlation with the website 35().org to raise
awareness of the current global climate crisis
and to call our world leaders to action.
The week's events will introduce ways to
reduce carbon footprints, and may include a
bikc/walk down 99W to show different forms
of transportation. The culminating event is a
community picture of participants in the shape
of the number 350.
The picture will be one of the thousands
from across the globe going to 350.org, to
be arranged as part of a visual petition. The
organization's goal is to present the petition to
the media and world leaders before the United
Nations Convention on Climate Change in
Copenhagen, taking place six weeks after the
e v e n t .
"■['he Week of Idving j.ight" will be hosted
by GF'U's own Social Change stiidenls, led by
Sociology Prof. Lisa McMinn. The project's goal
is to have a week of events raising awareness of
problems effecting the "350" climate issue, and
uliimaiely, to participate in the visual petition.
The iiighcst amount of carbon that can be
in the atmosphere while maintaining a healthy,
developing earth is 350 parts per million.
See LIGHTIpageS
$1.2 million donation jumpstarts new sports complex
^ueprint
B y J E S S I M i C H A E L S O N
Sports Editor
At a fundraising event on July 9, Brad
and Katharine Stoffer, with their Boedecker
Foundation announced, a $1.2 million donation
that will allow George Fox University to begin
its first stage of construction on the new Austin
Sports Complex. The gift is the first major
donation towards the S6.5 million multi-sport
complex.
The new Austin Sports Complex will be
named after philanthropists Ken and Joan
Austin, who generously donated 24 acres of
land for new athlet ic fac i l i t ies in 2002. The field
is located at the corner of North Vi l la Road and
cast Crcstvicw Drive, a half mile north of the
George Fox's Newberg campus. The multi-use
facility will be shared by George Fox University,
Chehalem Park and Recreation, Newberg High
School, local club teams, parks district and the
communi ty.
T h e fi e l d s w i l l a l s o s e r v e a s c l a s s r o o m s
f o r a t h l e t i c t r a i n e r s a n d s t u d e n t a t h l e t e s . I n
addition, the partnership formed with the
community will create new opportunities for
young athletes to participate in school and
c o m m u n i t ) ' s p o r t s .
"This gift will allow us to create mote
venues for leadership training and character
development," said George Fox University
President, Robin Baker,' "The Stoffers have
joined the Austins in investing not only in the
university, but in the lives of student-athletes
and youth from around the region."
Phase one of construction, made possible
by the Stoffer's $1.2 million donation, will
include three separate projects. The first is a
NCAA regulation-sized soccer field made from
synthetic turf measuring 225 by 360 feet. It
will include bleachers to seat 750 attendees, a
press box, dugouts, and restroom and storage
fac i l i t i es .
The second project is the Stoffer Family
Stadium, another synthetic turf field that will be
ideal for soccer, football or lacrosse. It will also
include seating for 1000 attendees, a press box
and storage facilities. Finally, there will be a
15,000-square-foot multi-use field building with
locker rooms, storage and concession stand.
T h e C h e h a l e m P a r k a n d R e c r e a t i o n a l
District has partnered with George Fox to fund
phase two. Phase two will include two 70 by
Photo courtesy of www.georgefox.edu
120-yard soccer fields and a practice soccer field
half the length of a regulation field.
With the addition of a new sports complex,
George Fox will have the ability to possibly
a d d N C A A D i v i s i o n I I I f o o t b a l l a n d w o m e n ' s
lacrosse teams.
Brad Stoffer says, "We're excited that
this may make it possible for George Fox to
reestablish football, but we're just as pleased to
be able to help the university provide first-class
facilities to its students and the community.
Our son has had a great experience at
George Fox and we're glad to be part of this
community."
In the summer of 2007 the university spent
SI.5 million on street and site improvements
in preparation for the complex. In addition to
constructing the Austin Sports Complex, the
university is launching a community campaign
to improve the existing baseball and softbalJ
fields, which wUl be expanded once the existing
soccer field moves to the new complex.
F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n o r f o r a n i l l u s t r a t i o n
of the five-field complex, visit the university's
development page www.gcorgefox.cdu/dev/
i n d e x . h t m l .
T h e N e w A b o l i t i o n i s t s
B y L I A T H O M P S O N
Guest Reporter
George Fox University seeks to abolish
sex trafficking and forced prostitution in the
Portland area by raising awareness through a
conference entitled The New Abolitionists,
which will be held on Saturday Oct. 24 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
The FBI recently reported that Portland has
the second highest rate of sex trafficking in the
United States and 50 percent of those victims
arc children. According to the U.S. Department
of Health & Human Services, "Sex trafficking
is a modern-day form of slavery in which a
commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud,
or coercion." There arc more slaves today then
any time in history. The Trafficking in Persons
Report states, "Sex trafficking comprises a
significant portion of overall trafficking and the
majority of transnational modern-day slavery."The New Abolitionists is inspired by
abolitionists of the past who ended slavery in
the United States. "Wc arc getting together
with the iiope of moving from the awareness of
the issues facing the Portland area to action,"
said Sarah Baldwin, University Pastor/Dean of
Spiritual Life and co-coordinator of the event.
There will be performances by musical
artist and social justice advocate Jeff Greer.
James Pond, founder and executive director
of Transitions Global, will be the keynote
speaker for the event. Transitions Global is an
organization that rescues girls out of sexual
exploitation and provides "innovative care and
restoration" through shelter, trauma therapy,
and life and job skills. "Since January to now.
there have been over 100 girls identified in
I'ortland as victims of sex trafficking, and this
is only the girls we know of," said )ames Pond.
"For Feb. 20 raids, [Oregon law
enforcemcntj rescued seven underage girls in
an 8 hour shift," Pond added.
The conference will offer workshops and
exhibits highlighting a variety of organizations
Photo courtesy of www.georgefox.edu
posing the question, "How do we engage in
all different ways to move from slavery to
f r e e d o m ? "
Josh Reid, Northwest Yearly Meeting of
Friends' Youth Ministry representative, and
Baldwin arc co-conveners of the conference,
The planning committee for the event consists
of members from the Northwest Yearly Meeting
and George Fox faculty, staff and students.
"I am part of The New Abolitionist because
of my heart for sex trafficking. The more I live
the more I learn about human trafficking and
I see that sex trafficking is the sickest way sin
is being birthed into the world," said Amy
McDonald, a student involved with planning
the even t .
The New Abolitionists conference will be
held in Bauman Auditorium on George Fox
University's Newberg campus. The suggested
donation for the conference is $20, with $10
going to an organization of the attendee'schoice. Organizers hope at least 400 people will
attend the conference. The New Abolitionists
is open to anyone interested in making a
difference towards ending sex trafficking
in the Portland area, and globally. For more
information visit www.gcorgefox.edu/
newabolit ionists.
GFU prepares for
H l N l
B y TA J S H E E N A C U RT I S
Reporter
No one likes to get sick. Lurking around
the corner is the peak of the flu season. This
year we can be expecting a heightened version,
HlNl, also known as the dreaded swine flu.
November is when it is expected to strike
hardest, lasting about twelve weeks.
Though George Fox is preparing for
swine flu, in questioning the likelihood of
40% of the population falling ill, according to
registered nurse Denisc Floyd, of the Health
and Counseling Services, "it's likely."
"People arc close together in study spaces,
dining spaces, and living quarters," she said,
which all factor in as breeding grounds for the
spreading of and contraction of the swine flu
v i r u s .
Despite these likelihoods, Floyd says she is
"not too worried." For one, the flu generally
should not last too long. The initial fever
component should last from 2-3 days followed
by a cold. Also, body aches and symptoms of
feeling worn out are commonly experienced
during the recovery process.
T h e m a i n c o n c e r n w h e n i t c o m e s t o t h e
swine flu is the wellness process that follows
a s w e l l a s h o w t o a % ' o i d t h e fl u i n t h e fi r s t
place. There arc very simple ways to lessen the
likelihood of coming down with the flu. Rest
See H1N1 I page 8
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The Allison Inn & Spa: A luxury destination
By VANESSA WILKINS
Assis tant Ed i tor
The elegantly rustic Allison
Inn and Spa is a rcfeshing addition
to historic Ncwberg. The Allison
officially opened Sept. 26 and since
then has hosted elite guests and been
the venue for a $100,000 wedding.
It is part of one of the nicest luxury
h o t e l c h a i n s i n t h e w o r l d , w h i c h
makes it expensive and fairly exclusive.
I'lowever, there are qualities that the
Allison has that will give visitors
and Newberg a unique experience.
T h e A l l i s o n i s b e s t d e s c r i b e d a s
"casual elegance" according to Abby
Burgess, a recent George Fox graduate
working at the Allison. The goal was
to bring the outdoors inside and mix
metal, glass, and wood to create and
organic atmosphere. Burgess says
there is little "snobbery [at the
Allison] just the highest quality."
There arc only 85 rooms at
the Allison making it a solitary
retreat for its guests. Each room is
spacious and has its own fire place,
balcony, and large bathroom. The
prices of the rooms range from
approximately S300 to $1,100.
The most expensive room is the
Grand Suite and the guests who
want to stay there have to be
approved by the hotel manager.
While guests are at the Allison
they can visit the full service salon.
It is considered one of the largest
spas in the Northwest and will
undoubtedly become noted for
its natural and organic emphasis.
There will by no hair dying or
any other synthetic treatments provided at
the spa. The spa area is open and spacious to
encourage a solitary and restful experience.
Naturally, the Allison comes with a five
star restaurant called the Jory. The jory has
an open kitchen so guests can watch their
food being made. There is a three acre garden
on the hotel grounds which provides 80% of
the produce used in the Jory. Surprisingly, the
prices at the Jory arc rca.sonable, even for a
college student's budget. The Jory is a great
alternative to going into Portland for a fancy
restaurant. The restaurant get its name from
jory soil, which is the soil used in vineyards.Thc
Allison has plans to use its 35 acres to produce
wine under its own label by the year 2011.
The Allison is also pet friendly. Not only arc
pets allowed on the first level of the hotel, but a
chef will prepare a special meal for pets. It will
be an elaborate meal presented in a handcrafted
wine barrel turned into dog dish complete with
garnish.
Local artist can hang their artwork in the
Allison and no two pieces are the same through
o u t t h e e n t i r e i n n . L o c a l w i n e r i e s c a n a l s o b e
expecting more business as the 200 wineries
i n t h e a r e a a m a i n a t t r a c t i o n f o r t h e A l l i s o n
no tos by
guests.
A goal of The Allison is to become LEED
Green Certified. There are only 13 properties in
the world that have this particular Green Seal
and The Allison was built with the hope of
becoming one of the next properties added to
that l ist .
They are using solar panels for energy, have
preferred parking for low emitting vehicles,
glass pumps for shampoo as opposed to
disposable plastic bottles, planted roof filters to
lessen polluted storm run off, and car pooling
for guests to lessen driving.
Another aspect qC their , plan Is that the
A l l i s o n b e a c t i v e i n " G r e e n E d u c a t i o n "
and be a case study for future developers.
All staff are educated so they can share the
green characteristics of the inn with guests.
The building of the Allison was funded by
the Austin family of Ncwberg. The Austins ate
the owners of A-dec, a successful local business
that supplies equipment for dentists. Ken and
Joan Austin love the Newberg area and have
wanted to build the Allison for years. They not
only invest their monev into the Allison, but
also their energy and spirit. This is a place for
retreat and to appreciate taking natural materials
and turning them into something beautiful.
Date night, Roomies, the need to escape: Things to
do off-campus this fall
iaggenstos
B y N I K K I M A R I N O
Reporter
Fall is in the air, leaves are changing colors,
and Hal loween is a lmost here. Whether i t is the
celebration of Halloween, or just enjoying the
.sheer wonder and fun of the harvest .season,
there are local activities for everyone.
Baggenstos Farm Store in Sherwood is
open everyday until Halloween. They have a
pumpkin patch, a corn maze, a hay maze and
house, pumpkin bowling, and free hayridcs and
farm animal displays. For only $6 a person (ages
14 and up) one can enter the corn maze. The
farm is open from 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday with a "night maze" on
Friday and Saturday nights until 10 p.m.
Schlichting (Century Farms, also in
Sherwood, offers a nice package for only SB a
person. You can wander the two corn mazes,
ride on a tractor-pulled havride, trv to find day
again in the "rat house" full of winding hay, and
Photo by EVAN CLOUGH
pop a pumpkin or sling one into the air. The
best part is that each visitor is able to take any
pumpkin they can carry out without assistance.
They are open iMonday through Saturday from9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Sunday from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m.
French Prairie Gardens in St. Paul is open
every day this month,
charging $6 a person
on weekdays and $8 on
the weekends. They also
provide Family Passes
for $30, which includes
a d m i s s i o n f o r 4 . T h e
festivities include hayridcs,
hay and corn mazes,
various slides, an obstacle
course, train rides, pig
races , and a new corn
cannon. They are open
See HARVEST I page 8
Portland is heroin capital of the NW
heroin, some of the purest in the world, is so
t h e
i t s
By DELLA ANDERSON
Arts/Feature Editor
The Dragon winds its tail through
neighborhoods of Portland, breathing
intoxicating fire on a new generation of young
people. Heroin has hit its highest levels in ihtRose City since its heyday in 1999.
Portland, Oregon is the second capital ot
heroin in the United States, and the leader ot
the Northwest in heroin dcaling.s. Stumptowns
current heroin problem is a throwback to the
infamous year. 1999, when a record HI deaths
due to heroin overdose were recorded in
Multnomah County. The rise in popularity ol
heroin can be attributed, among other things, to
the economy, the availability of black tar heroin
and its modern attractiveness to adolescents.
"Most of my experiences with heroin is
burying friends," says Aaron, a homeless manon the streets in SW Portland. Aaron is a
nomad. "My dad taught me when I was four
to stand on the street and put my thumb out, so
you wouldn't get hit by cars," he says, grinning.
Once Aaron was 16 he took to the
street full-time. "I've been in 38 states and
14 countries," he says. He has spent the
predominant amount of his time in his nativePortland and nearly all of it on the street. His
homeless traveling over the past twenty-five
years has given him a direct view into the
developments of the drug culture in NW cities.
This time around, heroin has become
attractive to a younger crowd in Portland.
According to Street Roots' new.spaper, in theirarticle "Return of the Dragon" which chronicles
the recmergence of heroin in Portland, one hit
of black tar heroin sells for only a few dollars.
This is in contrast to powerful prescription
depressants such as OxyContin '^^ , which cansell illegally for up to eighty dollars per pill.
Manv teenagers, having become addicted to the
prescription OxyContin™, or an equivalent,
make the switch to heroin after finding
prescription drugs to be too expensive.
Another contributing factor to young
people's use of heroin is the fact chat Portland's
potent that it can be smoked as opposed toinjected. Being able to smoke it, and not having
to use needles, makes today's users feel less like
junkies, guarding the drug's newfound st>-lish
'^ Nicholas Holub is a clinical psychologist at
Cascadia Walk-In clinic in downtown Portland,
where he is confronted with Portland's drug
culture on a daily basis. "Heroin has always
been there as a problem among the mentally
ill," says Dr. Holub, "and withdrawal from
heroin is rough." He then went on to explain
the nightmarish process of heroin withdrawal,
which includes cold flashes, diarrhea, muscle
and bone aches, nausea and vomiting.
These symptoms of withdrawal keep
many heroin addicts using, as a form of sclf-mcdication in their hopes to avoid "the night
time" (withdrawal symptoms).
In many respects, having just gone through
withdrawals and entering the life of sobriety is
the most dangerous place for a former heroin
addict to be. "I've seen so many friends get
clean and then kick again and die... I just don't
have the stomach for it," says Aaron.
Because people become tolerant of
heroin with use, they require bigger hits more
frequently in order to achieve the same high;
it is common for a person to overdose during
relapse. These relapses, in which the user cakes
their usual hit, can be lethal, because their
bodies arc not at the same threshold of heroin
tolerance that they had been prior to their
sobriety."After you've buried so many friends,
there just aren't any tears left," Aaron says in
reflection. Before leaving, he said, "don't get
into that subject [heroin] too deep" and then
looking around, added, "some of the people
that you would talk to about that with here..."
These were words of warning from a man
who has seen and is seeing Portland's heroin
problem develop firsthand.
In Loving Memory of
JACexander SjyycHer
• i '• d
^ - 7
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"If I have any words of advice, I
would tell you to trust yourself
and your dreams, never let any
person take your dreams away, for
at points in your life, dreams are
the only thing you will have left."
- Alexander Spycher
r x T O 1
^^esfcent
L e t t e r f r o m t h e E d i t o r
Welcome back to George Fox!
This year on the Crescent we have changed
a few things. If you have read the Crescent
in the past you will know thar we had a Faith
page. We sat down and really evaluated the
effectiveness of the Faith page and decided that
t h e r e w a s n o r e a s o n t h a t f a i t h r e l a t e d a r t i c l e s
had to be limited to only that page. We decided
it would make more sense to incorporate these
articles throughout the paper and create space
for some other goals we have in mind for the
year. On page 2 you will find a brand new
page called "Local." We are hoping to add
more investigative pieces to this page and also
to try to pop the "George Fox Bubble" where
important news gets lost somewhere in campus
limits. Your feedback is very valuable to us, as
you are the reader who keeps us printing weekafter week. If you do not feel these pages arc
useful to you or you have ideas on how to make
them better, please do not hesitate to email us
at crcsccnt@georgefox.edu.
Our staff is passionate this vcar to engage
students, faculty, staff, alumni, or any outsidereader in our content. W'c strive to print
newswt)rthy and timely stories in a professional
manner. We want to print stories chat you want
to read. If you have an idea for a storv that
you would like to see written, or if you would
personally like to write and submit a story,
please do so. ^ ou can get in touch with someone
on staff or you can simply email us at the email
address listed above. More than anything, we
want our readers to feel rhev can trust and rely
upon this student run newspaper.
With that said, enjoy this first issue of the
Crescent!
Sincerely,
Nata l ie Gou ld
F.ditor-in-(ihicf
Main OfflM (503) 554-3011
Busineaa I Ad inquim (503) 554.3017
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What does the Bible really mean?
It is witten figurcitivef^ ...
B y M O L LY S WA I N
Guest Reporter
I he Bible was not wri t ten to be read
literally.
Biblical literalism has justified emotional
and physical oppression of millions of people
for centuries and it has yet to cease. Not only
is it persistently used to condemn interracial
marriages, homosexuality, and women's use
of vocal cords in the church, it also promotes
slavery and polygyny (as modeled perfectly bythe godly kings).
'lake, for instance, one of the major issues
in the Christian church today—homosexuality.
While nowhere in the Bible is homosexuality
mentioned in a manner that it exists today,
select passages are constantly used to condemn
gay people. Homosexuality as is referred to in
the Bible historically involves pervcr.se statutory
rape and attempts to gain power through gang
rape, as is the case with Sodom. The idea
that two people of the same sex may love one
another is not the issue briefly mentioned in the
Bible. It was not an issue; instead, it involved
taking wrongful advantage of others for
personal gain.
Homosexuality is only one example ofhow important knowledge of cultural context
is when interpreting the Bible. Other examples
include menstruation policies and diet.
However, if one acknowledges the fact that any
one part of the Bible is not to be taken literally
(consuming shellfish, spilling seed, talking back
to mom and dad, playing with the old pigskin,
wearing garments of mixed fabric: lace and
satin underwear), she must also recognize the
possibility of others.
The issue is that many who take the stance
that any of the rules and regulations in the Bible
be dismissed as matters of culture automatically
c h o o s e f o r t h e m s e l v e s w h i c h o n e s a r e t o b e
heeded and which ones can be disregarded for
cultural reasons. If a person is to take any of
the Bible literally, she must also take everything
as literal. It is an all or nothing situation. Jesus
as the new covenant is not an excuse.
If the "inability" to procreate is the issue
with homosexuality since God's model of a
"natural" relationship was Adam and Eve,
anyone who remains single (Paul), is born
sterile, or for medical reasons is unable to
" b e a r f r u i t " i s i n f a u l t a n d d e s e r v e s t h e s a m e
punishment as a homosexual. If it is to beread literally, perhaps bearing fruit simply
means remembering that apple every day, and
multiplying was foreshadowing for arithmetic
in elementary school.
While exclusive language is detrimental,
these literal interpretations also help out
women in many ways. For instance, in the case
of homosexuality, Leviticus 18 and 20 say that
a m a n s h a l l n o t
<£{tera(ism not onf^
justtftcs fcsBian refa '^
tions But afso fafsefv
ottacRs BomosexuaB'
itv, OS jn-eviousfv
mentioneB."
l i e w i t h a n o t h e r
m a n . T h u s ,
literalism not only
justifies lesbian
r e l a t i o n s b u t a l s o
fa lse ly a t tacks
homosexua l i t y,
a s p r e v i o u s l y
mentioned. Many other passages condemn the
jealous man (Numbers) or the man who talks
too much (Proverbs). One may say that those
passages that refer to "man" obviously mean to
say humankind. This, however, is an argument
that implies that scripture is not word for word
God breathed. Rather, it is up for non-literal
interpretation.
Also, there are many passages that refer to
men (those with a Y chromosome and some
different genitalia). So how are we to know
which ones are referring to men and which ones
are referring to humankind? Once again, the
reader is deciding what the Bible means in
the confusing language of exclusivity
and misunderstanding.
Unfortunatclj', women have
not always enjoyed the luxury of
education, and this became an
o b v i o u s c u l t u r a l i n fl u e n c e o f
t h e 1 C o r i n t h i a n s a u t h o r t o
command women keep their
m o u t h s s h u t i n c h u r c h . T h e
power of myth is not to be
forgotten or downplayed.
Ultimately, as Christians,
we can always turn to Jesus'
example. While He romped
t h r o u g h G a l i l e e w a s H e
concerned with following rules
of the t ime (l ike our fr iends
the Pharisees) or showing love to
everyone?
It wittcn (iteralPp...
By KATIE BJORKMAN
Guest Reporter
Everyone has an ultimate authority in their
life, a final method of proof, that cannot be
disproved by any other authority. For example,
in many eastern philosophies, authority
is whatever feels right, even in the face of
oLscrvable facts, logic or even sacred writings.
In other words, the authority is emotion.
For a more western example, an atheist will
believe science (a form of observation) when
logic and emotions beg to differ.
What is your ultimate authority? What is the
proof that you will not question? And, for us as
Christians, what should be our authority? When
people argue for a non-literal interpretation of
Scripture, it is generally based on evidence or
context outside of Scripture. The conflict truly
lies between the reasonableness of believing
a doctrine and a historical document, or the
emotional response that comes from a literal
reading.
What the question comes down to is not
literal verses figurative but the question of
which has greater authority in our life: Scripture
or something else. What should our authority
be? The re a re t h ree
au tho r i t i es tha t
o f t e n
u p
against the Bible, or used as a reason to read a
it non-literally.
In the west, science is king. We will
believe it in the face of contradictory evidence
presented by any other source. Science is, in its
most basic form, a scries of observations made
by man. Now observation itself can tell us that
new observations can disprove the old: that is,
science changes.
The Greeks, from whom we steal much of
our philosophy, exalted reason as the highest
authority. There are problems with reason as
an ultimate authority, as Taoists like to point
out; there arc questions that reason cannot
address, for example: what is the sound of one
hand clapping? Also, what seems reasonable
to one person, culture, or time period seems
unreasonable to the next. For example,
slavery and torture were once considered very
r e a s o n a b l e .
Many eastern schools of philosophy instead
c h o o s e e m o t i o n o r i n t u i t i o n a s t h e u l t i m a t e
authority. Have you ever had conflicting
emotions? Have your intuitions ever been
wrong? Most people have at some point
expressed or felt confusion about what they
feel.
Ifloxo oBserocrtion
itself can telTus
tfjot new oBseroo^
tion can Btsprove tlje
ol^: tBot is, science
cBanges."
This chart is based on a poM
conducted of MO students at
George Fox Universtiy.
O n e fi n a l
problem with all of
these au tho r i t i es i s
t ha t each re l i es on
t h e o b s e r v a t i o n ,
logic, and feelings
o f h u m a n s —
h u m a n b e i n g s
who, as a whole, arc at best prone to error and
at worst fallen and depraved. I'm not going to
argue that the Psalmist didn't use hyperbole,
that Christ didn't teach in parables, or that the
prophets didn't use metaphor. The Bible at
many points contradicts our science, our reason
and our emotions, but it also gives them back to
us, saying the universe is real and was created
by a rational being, so our observations will
often be true, and telling us that we ate created
in the image of a God who is both logical and
emotional, giving us credence to trust those
often, as well. I interpret the Bible through
itself, one passage shedding light on the other,
and to some extent through science, reason,
and emotions, but 1 have chosen my ultimate
authority to be the Word of
G o d .
A Z U S A P A C I F I C U N I V E R S I T Y
G R A D U A T E S C H O O L O F T H E O L O G Y
Kevin Young, M.DIv. '07
Senior Pastor, Victory Outreach, Culver City, California
Teacher, Victory Education and Training Institute
Ei Monte, California
LESSON LEARNED: ignorance costs more than education.
MY STORY: In spite of witnessing the first of many murders at age nine and watching my dad's life
robbed by drug abuse, I gravitated toward education and discovered its ability to radically transform.
To learn more about Kevin's inspiring story and explore the theology programs offered:
www.apu.edu/mystory/keviny
MtttW (626) 815-4565
agilbert@apu.edu
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Portland hosts the world's first 100% "areen"
B y N ATA L I E G O U L D
E d i t o r - i n - C h i e f
Port land Fashion Week was (Jctober 7-11. I t
was the third fashion week of the season, after
New York and Paris.
This year, PFW was determined to
incorporate the Portland vibe into almost
every aspect of the show. The venue was Vigor
Industrial Shipyard on Swan Island. PFW was
held inside of a ship repair building.
Over 1000 people attended the Friday
designer show, The venue was packed from wall
to wall. Only a few sparse empty scats remained
once everyone was seated.
PFW is the first 100% green show in the
world. Every detail down to the cups that the
drinks were served in was environmentally
friendly. A large part of this is credited to
24Notion, the PR agency that executed the
entire show from start to finish.
Ivo Lukas, the founder of 24Notion, said
this is the first year her company has been
involved in PFW. "We started planning this
seven months ago," Lukas said. 24Notion is a
Portland based company but it has grown to
become a global agency. "We do everything:
marketing, PR, and advertising. We arc involvedfrom concept to execution of an event."
Makeup director of PFW, Sunny Fire, is
also an owner of her own makeup line aptly
named "Sunnyfire." "All of our makeup is made
from crushed minerals. There is absolutely no
animal testing. We make everything in America
so it helps keeps the cost down for everyone,"
commented Fire. Sunnyfire makeup is unique
in that it has minimal packaging. There arc
no boxes or plastic wrap around the product.
This cuts a large portion of the cost, making
Sunnyfire a very reasonably priced makeup. The
entire line ranges in price from $7-20.
The runway was nothing of the ordinary. It
was constructed entirely out of bamboo, adding
to the sustainability of PFW.
Friday was the Spring/Summer 2010
Designer Collection. The designers were "La
Vie" by Michelle DcCourcy, Jesica Milton,
WyattOrr, Idom, and Amai Unmei.
"La Vic" was notably whimsical and
flirtatious. Lots of pale pinks, whites, and blues
were present in most pieces. The majority of
the clothing was loose fitting. The line only
previewed women's clothing.
PFW was held at Vigor Industrial Shipyard inside of a ship repair building (top).
The models walked down a runway made entirely of bamboo, adding to the eco-consciousness of
the show (right).
The Jes ica M i l t on co l l ec t i on was
predominately sophisticated. Several of the
outfits used the same concepts and ideas. Lace
was incorporated in almost every piece.
WyattOrr was the only line to preview
both men's and women's clothing. Bold grays
and yellows were almost the exclusive colors
throughout the entire line.Idom had a significantly global influence.
Photos by KEViN BROWN
Metallic colors dominated the runway during
t h i s c o l l e c t i o n . I t w a s t h e m o s t a b s t r a c t o u t o f
the five designers.
Amai Unmei is noted for "simplicity, clean
l ines, and r ich ec lect ic co lors. " Bel ts were
present on almost every piece, and lace
part of a majority of the pieces as well. Amai
Unmei can be found ip the Nob Hill district of
Portland at 2275 NW Johnson St.
Drop that Foxy beat
B y Z A C H M I D D L E T O N
Reporter
George Fox does not lack talented,
independent musicians. A favorite part of this
school is the amazing music heard while here.
All one would need do is walk down a hall of
Pennington or I'.dwards, or walk across the
Quad lawn to discover a new talented musician.
Dne such artist is a man by the name of
Carl-Eric Tangen. His soulful brand of folk-
rock leaves listeners feeling contemplative
and strangely satisfied. He has an edgy voice,
like Bob Dylan, and he might even pull out
his full size Victoria accordion. He sometimes
plays with Lucas Tomlinsen and Ben Dubose;
his shows are a truly unique and wonderful
experience
A n o t h e r s h o w
t h a t i s n o t t o b e
m i s s e d i s t h a t o f t h e
band Flight. Flight is
composed of a group
of self proclaimed
"uti l i ty men," with
many of its members
s w i t c h i n g f r e e l y
be tween gu i ta r,
percussion, vocals,
a n d w h a t e v e r o t h e r
i n s t r u m e n t s t r i k e s
their fancy. Flight's
m u s i c i s a s h a r d
t o d e fi n e a s i t s
comprising members.
It experiments with
e v e r y t h i n g f r o m
deep southern blues,
to folk, to freestyle
rap and a bit of pop.
Flight's EP release is
s e t f o r O c t o b e r 1 5 t h .
Contact Dominique
Bcrho to get a copy.
On a slightly
different note. Off
T h e S c r a t c h , w i t h
guitar and vocals by
freshman AlishaHess,
mixes melodic guitar
riffs with the nineties
grunge style distorted
rhythm guitar with a
distinctly Metallica
s o u n d . O n e o f t h e
high lights of this
band is the drummer,
Connor Rcilly. Reilly
makes highly original
beats, utilizing jazz-
Hke cymbal licks
while maintaining the classic metallic cymbal
thrash. Lyrics arc sung by four of the five band
See CAMPUS BANDS 1 page 8
Cultural inspiration translates to
unique works of artA beautifully mythical exhibit covers the walls of Minthorne Gallery.
B y N I K K I M A R I N O
Reporter
"Signs and Wonders" by Gene Flores andChris Gonzales-Aden opened on Tuesday,
October 6, at 6 p.m. in the Minthorne Gallery.
Flores and Gonzales-Aden are Hispanic artists
who combine myths and culture into their
w o r k s .
Gene Flores primarily works with
printmaking. His art plays on words and
imagery, relying on mythical creatures and
legends. He draws inspiration from his cultureand from a historical artist, Francisco Goya,
whose work focused on Spanish myths and the
boogieman.
Gonzales-Aden's art is linoleum and
woodcuts that feature biblical imagery. His art
gives movement and emotional to saints and
heroic figures from the Bible, such as Saint
Christopher and Samson. His work is very fineand intricate carving away of the media to give
shape to figures.
Flores' work is disturbing but when the title
of the piece is also considered it brings about
discussion. Some of his work is harder to see
where the prints had detail but the ink blurred
that out. While in contrast, Chris Gonzales-
Aden s work is emotional and spiritual.
Gene Flores grew up in El Paso, Texas as
the youngest of 8 children. He studied fine arts
at the University of Texas in El Paso, UTEP.
Flores then went to the University of Iowa
where he graduated with a Master in Fine Arts
with an emphasis in printmaking. He began
teaching a basic drawing course at UTEP in1996 and then became the full-time Gallery
Director of the Art Department in 1997.
Gene Flores currently lives in La Center,
Washington and teaches classes at Portland
Community College on life drawing, basic
drawing, and printmaking.
TO v a A I N G l .
C O F F E E
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Campus Clubs
By ERIN LEE
Reporter
r a M
p o f t a n t C o n v c r s a t i
Photo by AJ ALLEf
&K^TE
No Preaching, Just Hanging Out
Hanging out at a nationaly ranked skate park favored. by professional skateboarder Tony Hawk is just an averacc
day ior members of the skate ministry. Not just a place. ior skaters, the club was started three years ago as a wav
to connect with local youth and has since grown into an- important part of the Newbcrg skating community. Once
. a week members take a snack prepared by Bon Appetit• over to Chchalcm Skate Park to form relationships and
. to be good examples for the kids who spend time there. 'J. With the majority of its active thembers graduating^ asF
spring, the club is looking to revitalize by adding new• people passionate about youth. Want to get involved?' Skate ministry meets Wednesdays at 3:40 p.m". in Wheeler
. lobby to carpool to the skate park,
i Contac t Reneca Bauer
(rbauerOS) for mote
informat ion.
_ ipSTtant er tions
Hiscussing topics that normally are not brought upin everyday life, yet are important to understanding life is
what philosophy club is all about. A club that has been
around for a while but in a more hidden role is ready
to be more prominent role in campus life. Not just for
philosophy majors, it seeks to connect those with littleor no knowledge of philosophy with those who do. This
year the focus is on people and discussing how to "like
living life" by emphasizing the areas of community,
religion and personal beliefs. They meet weekly for
discussions but also organize campus-wide events like the
community garden party held several weeks ago. Wantto get involved? Philosophy Club meets Wednesday
nights 7:30 p.m. in the Hoover lounge (location may
j change). Contact Joseph Delancy (jdclaneyO?) for more' information.
In te rna t iona l Jus t ice Miss ion
Actively Fighting Against Injustice
Sex trafficking, police brutality, and slavery arc issues that
do not normally receive much attention. Yet for members of
the (icorgc Fox chapter of the International Justice Mission,
they are concerns that need to be resolved as soon as
possible. Begun two years ago shortly after a representativefrom the national organization spoke in chapel, it continues
to seek ways to actively fight injustice both locallv and
internationally. For founder Joanna Cox, it is invigorating
being a member of the club because she feels empowered
by her personal involvement in stopping injustice. The dub
is involved in education regarding issues of injustice, and
following that up with fundraising and advocacy to create
change. Want to get involved? International Justice Mission
meets Thursday nights at 8:00 p.m. in Hoover 206. Contact
Amy McDonald (amcdonaidO?) for more information.
t V -
Q u a e r e Ve r u m
"Seeking truth
through hard questions.^
/What started out si^  years ago^
as a group of students full of questions and
rustrations about themselves and fhc world around them
[has blossomed into a commuiftty where people
together each' week to answer Ahis question: in light of
linjusticc and grace, how do wyB live well? Quc^ ions range
[from the relationship bet\veen sin and evil to the politics
jof torture and evirythi ig in between. For oo-lcadcr AilielOglc, Quaere Vefum I^ Acame an important place to think
[about things going on around the world, a good place tolask questions and to think, liie vision of her and co-
llcadcr Jay Kliller is that what happens at Quaere Verum
[creates a crople effect throughout campus that encourages
everyone lo seek out truth in their own lives. Want to get
jinvolvcd? Quaere Verum n^ets Monday nights at 8 p.m."[in the commuter lounge. CoAtact AlJie Ogle (aoglcOS) or
)ay Miller (millerj06) for more information.
Photo by UNDLEY KIN< m
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Exclusive back-to-school savings
for George Fox University students.
▶ 10% MONTHLY DISCOUNT
ON QUALIFIED CHARGES.
> Bring this ad and your student ID
to an AT&T store and ment ion
FA N 2 5 0 1 4 1 9 l o r o f f e r o r v i s i t :
att.com/wireless/gfustudents.
• ' X i N O N
a t & t
ATXiT ST#RE; 16i55 SW Tualatin SherwMd Rd., Sherw»«d, ©R 9714#
Your Aior:ct: Deit'^^red,
•AT4T imM<*s: a ft»auM«rv Cest Retauety eharje af up H SL25 to help defray oests ineurre^  in complying whh obUgations mi eharges imposed by Stale and Federal teleeam regulations; State and Federal Universal ServiceJiangeSjrndTundla^esfo/governmentassessmentfionATU These fees are not laKesorgomnment-reqidred*^^^
S36 ipr lin^  Saartfirshie Fee mav apily when enilinj your anounl to laNe advanli|e of »rpofate disoounts.iM«KiNrMMAiNljmrted-Smeeffer.Mayfeiuirea2-yearagfeemenlona^ uaWiedplan.ilherco(iditionstreslnrtonsapply.SeeionlR«4rate plan bfochure (or details. Subs^& avail mavvaiy by mik i may nit be available from indepenienl rolers, additional e^ iipmenl se^coA or features may be required. Not al features available on al devices or in al areas Early Termination Fee:None I mnceled in lhe first 3d days but up lo S35 restocking fee may apply to equipment returns: thereafter up to S175. Some Menis impose addt fees. Unlmflod voice services: Unhd voiae svs are provided solely for live dialog between two Individuals. Noadd Snk am unfiled plan, efnet Usage; If your veioe or mossaging service usage (induding unbd sv«) dunng any two conseoubve months or data seivUe usage (including unIM sv«} during any month on other carriers' networksfS ««^ZVd Viur ofnet usaie alowance, ATfcl may al its option terminate your svc, deny your wntd use of other carriers' coverage, or *angeyour plan to one imposing usage charges for ofnet usage. Your ofnet usage alowanoe is egual to the lesser
Anvbme mins. die lesser of 24 MB or 21% of the Ml incl'd wilh your pUn, or the leaser of 3.li messagos or STi of the messages included with your plan. ATtT wiU provide notice that it inten* to lake any of the above adons, and youLu Urn Mil thVair^emeni Monlhlv disoount: Available to gualified employees of companies and/or govemment agencies and gualifted sbidents and employees of ooleges/universiles with a guained businoss agreement (business Agieemenf). SenriedKaK •ririesoondinoiusiriessAifeement and rnaybeinleiraptedand/ordisoinrinuedwtthoirinodcetoytaSefvioe discount applies only to the monthly servile charge of guaifiedptonsand not to any other chargis.Amirte^SmmSvvwi^ fhariHoroualifiedplans. additional ATtlservices. II other reguirements may apply lor discount eligibility.iscoimts may not becombined-Wersubjed to ChanawiahuJv. nkand/orvour eliibilitvvou can conlictyouroompany'sielecommunicadons manager. Excludes iPhone"^ns.Copyrightg2BWtCHectroni06,lnc Al rights reserved. Al malera
ma^  coiw^ ^ jrtradedf^  are the property of 16 Eleclronias.inoScreenlmagessimulaleifacebooklsalrademaik If Facebook,Inc#2IMATHInteUeitual Property. Servittprovided by ATilHobilily. Al rigfitsresavedATtT the ATliTlffo,aid
al other mart# coritained herein are bademarl# of ATtT InteleotualPreperty and/or ATtT affiliated companies. Al other marte ooniained herein are the property of dieir respective owners
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Bon Appeti't remodel is a successful step forward
A student worker serves theTaqueria, which was formerly a self-serve option, just one of the many
B y L A U R A N W O O D R U F F
Guest Reporter
All you want is a bowl of cereal. Just some
Lucky Charms, some milk, a bowl, and a
spoon. Maybe a napkin. You're not asking for
much. But you're paying for a full meal. Not to
mention, you're standing in a line that reaches
nearly to the clock tower.These arc a few of the issues George Fox is
taking into consideration as they make plans for
upcoming changes. As you all know, the Bon
underwent some renovations over this summer.
They remodeled and re-organized with theintent of making the Bon a more pleasant and
efficient dining experience.
The question remains; was this goal
achieved? Was it worth the effort and money
put into it? Brad Lau says he has been receiving
very positive feedback from students, staff
and all those affected by the change. All
those involved seem to think that the remodel
was wor thwh i le . Bu t one de ta i l has been
o v e r l o o k e d .
Most of us are unaware of the university's
plan for the future. The next big project on
the university's agenda is a new Student Union
Building. Plans are being made to tear down
the current SUB and to build a brand new
building in the next 5-7 years. The current
Student Union Building has been added-on
to, renovated, and expanded in phases. As a
result, it's lacking cohesion, and feels a little bit
disjointed. George Fox envisions a new SUB
chat is central to campus life, brighter, and
more pleasant. They're considering locating
t h e n e w S U B w h e r e t h e c u r r e n t t e n n i s c o u r t s
stand. This way, the dining area could overlook
the canyon.
Another intriguing aspect of the proposal
is a new structure for meal plans. Shhhh,
ssshhhhh, Stop jumping up and down!
Remember, it's still another 5-7 years off. The
possibility under consideration Is a declining
balance system. Your ID card would work
similarly to a debit card. When you went to
the Bon, your meal would be deducted from
you balance. And best of all, if all you got was
a muffin, all you would be charged for is a
m u f fi n !
The downside of this change would be the
opposite. Those who got much more than a
muffin would be charged for much more than
changes to the remodeled Bon.
Photo by AJ ALLEN
a muffin. You pay for what you eat. Those
paying only for half a plate of food would save
money, but those of you paying for 6 plates of
food would lose money. Under the current meal
plan, the small eaters subsidize the large eaters,
and everyone pays the same amount. Under the
proposed new plan, some would save money,
and some would have to fork out more.
The university is still exploring options,
taking a look at other universities in the area,
and gathering ideas for this drasdc change on
campus. They'd like to make sure that when
they put this plan into action, they have all
the details ironed out, have explored all the
possibilities, and have made the best choice for
George Fox students.
With all this in store for our school, but
still a ways off, was this summer's renovation
worthwhile? Popular consensus seems to show
that the changes to the Bon were good ones.
The lines run a little bit smoother, the food you
arc looking for is a little bit more accessible, and
the environment is a little bit more aesthetically
pleasing. There's still much more in store forthe Bon, but for now, the changes seem to be
headed in the right direction.
Should Christians support war?
One Christian's perspective on v^ hy war is wrong. ^
B y Z A C H M I D D L E T O N
Reporter
I often wonder what drives one man to kill
another. To take the life of a living, breathing,
thinking human for any reason seems so distant
and unnecessary to me. In fact, we have only
had a handful of attacks on our homeland in
the last eentury. Possibly due to the extreme
inconvenience any large-scale invasion presents
with our country's relative geographic isolation.
I his is interesting because explains our
country's willingness to go to war. With our
distance from the death, from the destruction,
from the bloodshed we have put too much
value in combat. That is not to say that wc do
not have any connection at all. 1 am sure many
of you know someone who went to Iraq or
Afghanistan and maybe even someone who got
hurt or even killed while he or she was overseas.
But the fact remains: wc do not have to worry
about our houses blowing up, or our parents
being killed by a car bomb.
George Fox writes "We utterly deny; with
all outward wars and strife, and fightings with
outward weapons, for any end, or under any
pretense whatsoever; this is our testimony to
t h e w h o l e w o r l d . "
This quote hangs on a piece of wood in the
Hoover building for all to sec. I bring this up
because as a school and as Christians, wc should
not support war as a .solution. Jesus never spoke
of a justified war, and the teachings of Jesus arc
what arc important. As Christians, if Christ did
not indorse it, than neither should we.
Some believe that war should only be
engaged in if it is a just war. This theory does
not hold any weight for Christians. Among
some of the characteristics of a just war are: the
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Photo by KATHRYN ANNETT
war must differentiate between civilians and
soldiers, and a war can only be waged to redress
a wrong suffered. However, it is impossible to
ensure zero civilian casualties.
Occupying another country because theyattacked us first is just revenge. In the book of
Luke (6:29), Jesus says "If someone
strikes you on the cheek, turn to them
your other also. If he takes your cloak,
don't stop him from taking your
tunic". Jesus called for more than not
retaliating. He calls us to be willingto give up anything wc own to anyone
who asks. Wc often fail to remember
that everything wc have is not ours,
h u t G o d s .
It is even worse to attack another
country for the sake of material
gain. This is just glorified stealing,
and murdering to get away with
it. Like King David and his affair
with Baihsheba in 2 Samuel. Some
do not believe that our country has
gone to war with other countries for
material purposes, but if we look into
history, wc will see otherwise. It is
no coincidence that we saved Kuwait
from Iraq in the Gulf War but did not
save the Tutsis from the Hutus in the
Rwanda crisis. Rwanda had nothing to
offer us, gcopolitically or fiscally, so
we had nothing to do with them.
Our Quaker heritage tells us that
war is wrong. Mote than that, Jesus
never outright supported it and left a
series guidelines so strict that there
is no way we can reasonably expect
our government to responsibly carry
out our wishes. War is too great a
gamble to make guesses. It may be
possible to differentiate between just and unjust
wars, but our politicians may not always have
our guidelines in mind, so for this reason, wc as
Christians, should not support war.
Twitter: a reliable
source of news or
a reliable source
of gossip?
Twitter has influenced the
news world for the worse.
By NATALIE GOULD
E d i t o r - i n - C h i e f
Twitter. It is a simplified Facebook for
some, a way to connect with celebrities for
others, and now a reliable news source? I beg
t o d i f f e r .
Somewhere between pure recreational
gossip and hard news, Twitter emerged as some
form of journalism tool. Twitter is a place that
journalists, politicians, celebrities, and average
Joes can update their status all day long or
perhaps write a funny anecdote they heard. But
is this really a place that newsworthy stories
s h o u l d b r e a k ?
One hundred and forty characters are all
"Tweeters" get to make their point. That is
characters, not words, folks. An average New
York Times news article can easily run 1500
ivo rds . Does tha t mean tha t five -seven ths o f t he
N e w Yo r k T i m e s a r t i c l e s h o u l d b e d i s c o u n t e d
as fluff? Well, maybe some of it, but I would
argue that a news article published in the New
York Times probably has a bulk of important
i n f o r m a t i o n .
Some, however, have taken Twitter news
to a new level. A Chicago Tribune intern is
teaching an "Investigative Twitter" class this
semester at DePauI University. The class will
cover such topics as basics of WordPress,
search engine optimization, finding sources
on Twitter, and creating a Twitter post on the
subject of deadlines.
Author Helena Deards on editorsweblog.org
makes some compelling arguments concerning
Twitter as both a positive and a negative effect
on journaUsm. She points out that Twitter is
useful in political races because it is the first
time in history that candidates have been able to
directly communicate with the public without
having to pass their information through some
k i n d o f fi l t e r fi r s t . S h e
also points out that
breaking news can be
reported almost the
instant it happens.
However, because there
is really no form of
accountability for what
is posted, it leaves a
large margin for error,
probably far too large.Twitter is a great place to post thoughts and
ideas. It is a great place to post exciting personal
news. It Ls also a great place to follow celebrities
or post photos. But Twitter is certainly not the
proper place for hard news to be reported.
Beyond news breaking on Twitter, there
is the problem that network stations include
Twitter quotes as part of their newscast. The
first time 1 heard this was on I'X^X News
during a primctimc show. 1 was aghast when 1
heard the anchor say "And on Twitter, wc learn
that..." I do not remember what cxactlv she was
reporting on, but I do remember how disgusted
1 was that journalism had come to this.
Not only are newspapers seeing a steep
decline, but internet journalism has gone
beyond the "blog syndrome" and has plunged
in to this new 140 character craze that somehow
computes to being reliable.I think it is great if Sarah Palin wants to
announce her resignation on Twitter, but I
think it sounds bad when news stations cite a
source such as Twitter. VC'hat if a news source
cited Myspace? Why would the public perceive
that as tacky, but somehow Twitter is credible?
Newspapers used to be the source for news.Then television was invented and took the
world by storm. It was revolutionary for news.
The Internet was another great step forward for
journalists because now breaking news didn'thave to wait to be reported until the time slot
on the network. Blogs became more than a
place for people to write down their feelings,
recipes, theories, etc; they became a place for
up and coming journalists to be discoveredand put their foot in the news world. But with
blogs became a lot of misinterpretation and badsources and information. It taught the news
world that not everything that looks like news
IS actually true. Twitter is on the same path
Twitter IS becoming the new blog, but this blog
is only 140 characters long.
" N o t
everything
t h a t l o o k s
l i k e n e w s
is actually
t r u e . "
October 14, 2009Athletes and drinking; A new year brings new
consequences
By ERIN LEE
Reporter
I'or studen^ athlces at George Fox
Untvertty, dte new school year broughr with hnewer harsher consequences if thcy tre caugh
w.thaleohol I he new policy states. "Studfna hietes found to be tnvolved with alcohol or
■lcgal drug actvty wil be suspended for tcvocontests for the first violation and a one season
suspension for a second violation." This is inatldttion to any disciplinary action that Student
Life chooses to take.
One of the more controversial elementsof the policy change is the question of what
constitutes involvement with alcohol. Athletic
Director Craig 'laylor defines involvement
as presence at a place where alcohol is being
consumed, even if ,hc student-athlete is not
drinking.
Some students arc concerned that thenew policy would penalize them for being a
designated driver providing a friend with asafe way home, 'laylor admits that this docs
ignite an interesting conversation, however
he suggests that the conversation instead be
directed toward how to prevent the issue from
needing to be raised.
Calling on team captains, he asks them to"be a person of leadership and try to kill (the
issue] before it happens." Yet if it does becomean issue thcy should keep their teammate safe
and then begin a discussion with them.
President Robin Baker has been a crucial
player in bringing about the new policy, lie
emphasizes that the policy itself has not
changed; rather it is the punishments for rule
breaking that has changed.The new policy emerged out of the
inconsistencies of consequences in prior years.
Before this year if a student-athlete was caught
with alcohol, he or she would first be referred
to Student Life. After that it was left up to the
discretion of individual coaches how they chose
to punish their athletes. Thus athletes from
one team might have to sit out a game while
athletes from another team might only have
added sprints at the end of a practice.
With this inequality in mind, Baker, Taylor,
and all of the coaches sat down this summer to
figure out a consequence that had a common
result for all athletes. As Taylor put it: "The old
grey mush part is gone."
The general response has been very
positive. Taylor has not heard much complaint
from student-athletes. I -or both Baker and
'laylor, the issue goes further than simply
refraining from the consumption of alcohol.
At a meeting to inform all varsity athletes
about the new consequences. Baker spoke about
it being an issue of integrity. "Wc want to show
the community that wc arc people of integrity
both on and off the field," Taylor added, "You
said you wouldn't, so don't."
While drinking is an issue that is dealt with
across all sports, it is not as rampant a problem
as some assume. In reality, it is a very small
percentage of student-athletes who choose
to violate the lifestyle contract. As there is
no research that suggests drugs and alcohol
contribute positively to sports and academics,
Taylor hopes that student-athletes will buy
into the policy and have the integrity to follow
through.
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Byron Schenk:
an educatec
. ogger who teaches
students in the off
s e a s o n
By ERIN LEE
Reporter
Byron Schcnk is not the average George
Fox faculty member. All one needs to do to
understand this is listen to the way in which
he describes himself; white, middle class, male,
and logger. While the first three characteristics
might not sot him apart, the last one
undoubtedly does. He claims, "People don't
want to know the truth about mc, because I am
the least likely person to be in an educational
setting." While not the most likelv person to
end up teaching at a university, George Fox's
oldest full-time faculty member is certainly
b e l o v e d .
Schenk grew up a self-proclaimed hillbilly-
Raised as one of six children, he lived in the
counirysicie of Sheridan, Ore., in a house
that did not have electricity until he was nine
years old. i\ radio did not arrive until the age
of fourieen, and thcy never had a television.
Because of litis he was able to cultivate a love
of the outdoors, lb this day he loves to go
liiiniing or hiking.
For twenty years of his life he worked
summers cutting timber in the forests of the
l^icific Norihwcsi. I his is the part of himself
with which he identifies most strongly, thus
creating his preferred tide: "an educated logger
who leaches school in the offseason."
The beloved Byron Schenk.
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Sports, atlilctics, and the human body had
always been interests of Schenk. With this
in mind he decided to combine Itis passions
to pursue a doctorate in Sports Medicine
and certification in athletic training at the
University of Virginia. He loves being a part of
getting an athlete back in action as quickly and
L o r d .
safely as possible, He also enjoys
getting to work with athletic
training students and the chance
to pass on his knowledge and to
share stories. However, listeners
beware, he is known to follow
the loggers' motto, "never spoil
a good story by sticking to the
t r u t h . "
Schenk came to George Fox
i n 1 9 9 0 . H e h a s h a d " n o b a d
days [here], but some arc better
t h e n o t h e r s . " S i n c e h i s a r r i v a l
he has served in a variety of roles
including women's soccer coach,
chair of the athletic training
department, and his current
r o l e s o f h e a l t h a n d h u m a n
performances professor and
cer t i fied a th le t i c t ra ine r.
A strong Christ ian, his
faith has been a guiding force
throughout his life. Viewing one
of his ministries as encouraging
t h o s e h e e n c o u n t e r s , h e i s
constantly cheerful and known
to be singing hymns as he goes
about his day. If one was to ask
him how he is doing, he always
responds "better than 1 deserve,"
acknowledging the grace that
h e r e c e i v e s f r o m G o d . H e
tries to live his life according to
Colossians 3:23, "Whatever you
do, work at it with all your heart,
as working for the Lord, nor for
men." He views his occupation
as simply his vehicle to serve the
SPORTS I 7
Always willing to talk with or listen to
students, Schenk is a much beloved member
of the George I'ox community who desire.s to
share his life with others. This campus would
certainly not be the same place without him.
George Fox
working to
o f f e r n e w
s n o r t s
B y A N D R E W W AT S O N
ASC Student Chaplain
George Fox currently offers 15 varsity
sports and is in conversation to add several
more. In an email interview with Craig Taylor,
director of athletics at GFU, he said, "At this
point women's lacrosse, men's and women's
swimming, and football [arc the] conversations
that I am a part of."
One may ask why new programs would
be added when the economy seems to be
down? According to Taylor, "the reason for
considering these new sports is to provide abroader range of co-curricular opportunities
for students at George Fox."
As to where the finances will originate
to cover this new adventure, Taylor states
" t h e a d d i t i o n o f s t u d e n t s t h a t w o u l d n o t h a v e
come to George Fox without these programs
generates income that would be used, in part, to
fund these programs, much like the addition of
engineering, nursing, and many of our graduate
programs." He also assured that President
Baker and the advancement staff arc currently
putting a major focus on raising financial
support for the facilities.
Due to a lack of facilities and finances,
starting dates for new sports programs are yetto be determined. George Fox, however, is
pursuing places to house these new programs.
" W c a r e i n c o n v e r s a t i o n w i t h C h c h a l c m P a r k
and Recreation District about using the city
pool for men's and women's swimming," said
Taylor.
W o m e n ' s l a c r o s s e a n d m e n ' s f o o t b a l l a r e
already part of the planning for the Austin
Sports Complex (see page 1, New Donation for
Field) because they require field space that Fox
docs not currently have.
W i t h o t h e r s c h o o l s i n t h e N o r t h w e s t
Conference already establishing programs
in these three sports, George Fox seems
to be behind considering it is the highest
ranked Christian college in the Forbes list of
"America's Best Colleges."
Taylor stated, "Women's lacrosse is a
sport that several schools in the Northwest
Conference sponsor either at the club or
intercollegiate level. We are the only school in
the Northwest that does not sponsor men's and
women's swimming. Eight schools sponsor
football." A positive aspect of having other
schools with already established programs is
that George Fox would not have difficulty
scheduling events for those sports.
T h e t o n e o f c o n v e r s a t i o n s a b o u t t h e
additions has been varied amongst the
undergraduate student community- However,
Taylor said his "conversations with co-workers
about the addition of these programs have been
largely positive." Support for the additions
seems to be highlighted on the website as well.
Despite having no concrete dates or order
of addit ions announced, and not al l of the
funds obtained, Taylor seems to be optimistic
about the changes. "There arc a lot of details
that are still being worked our with regard to
these additions, [but] 1 think these programs
will add to our campus positively."
"I wouldn't be excited about programs that
didn't add to our Univcrsitv," concluded Tavlor.
"1 sec our students rallying around our teams
now and that is exciting to mc."
Cross Country: Over the river and through the woods, to Regionals we go
By JENNY BROWN
Guest Reporter
The sound of feet hitting the pavement in a
rhythmic pound and the feci of cold air rushing
in and out of one's lungs and the taste of the
cri.sp, chilly air to onc'.s tongue, this can onlymean one thing: George Fox Cross Country is
back.
The men and women's cross country teams
began the season with a race at the Lewis andClark Invitational in mid-September and has
since continued to grow and strengthen as a
t e a m .
■[•he Bruins, who practice daily, are usually
faced with a warm up run, an Itour to hour and
a half set of intervals, and a cool down run,
each day preparing for the next competition.
Ryan 1-anc, a sopliomorc who has been withBruin Cross Country for two years, explains,
"Knowing tiiat practicing hard makes racing
easier, the liarder wc push at practice, I le cttcr
w e w i l l b e . " .
Th», Kcc-ms to be .he case for lirmn (.ross
Country. According to the Cross Country
website Cam Eberhart recently moved into
the Bruin's all-time top 15 list with a time of
25:30.47 at the Cardinal 8K, the 35th Annual
Charles Bowles Cross
"If we race like
w e c a n , w e a r e
hoping to be
in the top five
and qualify for
regionals down
in Cal i forn ia . "
Country Invitational
hosted by Willamette
University.
T h e B r u i n ' s
n e x t c r o s s c o u n t r y
race will 1)C held on
Saturday against
Concordia at the
F e r n l i i l l B a r k i n
Portland, Ore. 'i'hat
race is scheduled to
begin at 2:00 p.m.
That will be the last invitational for the Bruins,
with the conference championships and the
regional meet on the horizon.
Ryan Erickson, a senior running for George
Fox for a year and a half, comments, "I feci
the team has the potential to do very well at
conference and make it to regionals."
l.ane agrees speaking about the men's team,
"I feci like the guys will do well at conference.
We have been training hard and have had great
races already this year. If we race like we can,
wc arc hoping to be in the top five and qualify
for regionals down in California."
The conference championship meet takes
place on Oct. 31, at 11:00 am. 'i'liat race will
be held at Mclver State Park in F.stacada, Ore.
rhc NCAA Division III West Regional race
will take place on Saturday, November 14, at
9:00 am. This race will be held at Prado Park in
Chino, Calif.
For more information, including the roster,
a copy of the schedule and results, as well as
pictures, please visit the cross country website
at www.athlcfics.georgefox.edu.
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A note from the ASC Student Chaplain...
October 14, 2009
— m m c m o — i
SCHEDULE I
M O N D A Y
3-4 p.m., The Program, DJ Smash
(Shaun Wilcox)
5-7 p.m., Aaron Swor
9-10 p.m.. The Cheese Stands Alone, DJ
Lauren (Lauren Hatch)
10-11 p.m., Double K Mixer, Katie Jones-
Lucero
T U E S D A Y
9-10 p.m., Doc McNinja (John Goldwood)
W E D N E S D A Y
9-10 p.m., Kim Zerkel
10-11 p.m.. Spoonfed with Uncle Jesse,
Jesse Witherspoon
B y A N D R E W W A T S O N
ASC Student Chaplain
Fox family,
May you be filled with grace and peace
from the one God: our F'aihcr |MotherJ, Holy
Spirit, and Jesus Christ. Filled by the God of
Mary, the God of Abraham and Sarah, and the
God of you.
I write to you as one in love with God
and as one working through trials and failures
t o c o m e c l o s e r t o t h e h e a r t o f G o d . I d o n o t
pretend to have much figured out, but I offer
thoughts for our community in this letter.
Following are all things 1 know in theory, but I
am still learning how to live them out.
There is a deep place in my heart for you
and a place for you in the heart of Jesus. Many
of you have committed your lives to following
Jesus and from the overflow of abiding hearts
comes community saturated in love and grace.
Remember our roots that hold tightly to
the heart of Jesus, then Fruits of the Spirit will
flow f rom ou r b ranches .
Be Devoted to Community
Wc must be devoted to creating community.
For Christ says, "Love the Lord your God
C A M P U S B A N D S : R o c k i n '
c a m p u s
Continued from page 6
members. Bands like Third Day and Creed
share a similar sound to this art ist.
Foxglove Inc. is another extremely talented
band. Led on guitar and vocals by Cameron
D e W h i t t , t h e b a n d o f f e r s a t w i s t o n t h e
s o m e t i m e s m u n d a n e w o r l d o f f o l k m u s i c . T h e
vocals brought by DeWhitt arc phenomenal
and complement his knack for lyrics. Their last
show, at Chapters, was packed out with Fox
students and Newberg residents alike.
This is just a sample of the many amazing
musicians coming out of Fox, Some other
noteworthy examples being Just Lions, featuring
Chandler Struts on guitar and vocals, single
artist Katie Carlcnc, and Brightwood, arguably
the most successful band to come out of Fox.
LIGHT: Newberg holds petition
Continued from page I
according to NASA's James Hansen.
Our current carbon content is 390 parts
per million, which, according to the 350
organization, is why "the Arctic is melting,
why drought is spreading across the planet,
why people are already dying from diseases like
dengue fever and malaria occurring in places
where they've never been seen before."
McMinn encourages participation in the
event, saying, "Individually wc can do things,
but the bigger point of this is for the world
leaders to see thousands of organizations of
people saying wc need to make serious decisions
in these Copenhagen Climate meetings."
"I can say I care about poverty; 1 can
care about evangelism; I can care about sex
trafficking; 1 do care about all of those. But if
wc don't have a planet that's going to sustain
us, all...the other issues just get washed away
... So it's jcaring for the planet that is] the
fundamental piece that allows us to work
toward sex trafficking and work toward
poverty," said McMinn.
For more information on global climate
change and the 350 petition, visit 350.org.
For more information on events on this topic
around GFU during the week of Oct. 24, sec
Lisa McMinn, Mark Putney, or other Social
Change students.
with all your heart, strength, mind, and then
l o v e e a c h o t h e r " L o v e e a c h o t h e r . C r e a t e
community.
Remember that true community asks us to
expose our human rawness through painfully
ripping away our masking scales. When we
expose ourselves, we reveal the unrefined
n a t u r e o f e a c h o t h e r a n d o u r s e l v e s . W e c a n
begin to sec all of our pain, suffering, doubt,
and shame as a tic that bonds us together and
to CJod.
As a community, wc should hold in one
hand our common ability to suffer. In the other
hand, wc should carry our Lord's ability to make
all things new. Together, we must strive to live a
life that acknowledges both of these realities at
the same time, instead of compartmentalizing
t h e m .
Identities in the Kingdom of God
As the school year continues, know that
w e m u s t l i v e u n d e r n o o t h e r t i t l e b u t B e l o v e d
Children of God. Know you arc Beloved.
Through this identity, our rawness will be
transformed into the image of God. Each
t i m e w c d r a w c l o s e r t o o u r t r u e i d e n t i t i e s a s
Beloved Children, God begins to wash away
TOBACCO: Policy will not
change this year
Continued from page I
caught smoking, there is simply a penalty fine.
Even with these reasons in mind the policy
will not be changed this year. "The thing chat
wc usually do with policies and need to do is
have a lot more process; and make sure it is a
good move that makes sense for our community
and the institution. And that is why wc went
back and decided that it would not be a good
change until there was a lot more process and
discussion," said Lau.
Several students, parents, and others who
are a part of George Fox University community
were aware of the possible policy changed
and were not pleased with the idea. Student
government was also uneasy about any kind of
change being made. Therefore, the process will
need to be much more extensive to be put into
a c t i o n .
The process for the change would involve
some open discussions among different
groups of students. Lau is the chair of the
Co-Curricular Team on campus that is a
group of representatives from staff, faculty,
a d m i n i s t r a t o r s a n d s t u d e n t s t h a t w i l l b e
discussing whether this change would be
positive. After that it will go to the President's
Executive Leadership Team who will determine
if it will go to the board to get approved.
If the change docs occur in a future year
students will be notified via cnnounccments, a
change in the student handbook, and resident
assistants wil l make students aware of the
change.
While there have been minor changes in
policies over the years, rarely arc they completely
dismissed. Examples of these changes include,
the no dancing policy, the no R-tated films
rule, and the increase in allowed floor hours.
According to Lau, there is no consideration of
any other changes, including the alcohol policy
being discussed. If a modification does occur itwill only involve tobacco products.
HARVEST: Local fall activities
Continued from page 2
Tuesday through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and on Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Out a l i t t le fur ther and for a b i t more
money is Fir Point Farms in Aurora. They are
open every weekend in October and offer
pumpkin patches, a seasonal farmer's store,
pony rides, hayridcs, horse-drawn buggies, hay
mazes, hay slides, and a corn cannon. Each
activity cost a set amount of activity tickets that
can be bought for 50 cents each. Any unused
tickets may be redeemed for pumpkins or other
fall decorations at the farmer's store. A cheaper
way might be to buy the all day pass for $20 a
person, if you want to do a lot of activities.
The new exhibit starting on Oct. 10 at
OMSI is "Scream! Featuring Gooscbumps."
This exhibit focuses on how the human body
reacts to fear, featuring why out hearts race and
we begin to sweat when frightened. Admission
to Screaml is $11 for adults with the rest of
O M S I .
our darkness, resurrecting us into the light of
C h r i s t .
So, we must embrace the spirit of Jesus
and recognize that It flows through us and
the world, transforming all things into the
Community, or Kingdom, of God. When wc
rest as Beloved Children of God, wc recognize
the Community of God rendering itself in front
of us and around us, despite our rawness and
suffering.
May the Kingdom reveal itself in your life.
May you be filled with the Shalom of God.
Shalom that is completeness, wholeness, health,
peace, welfare, safety, soundness, tranquility,
prosperity, perfection, fullness, rest, harmony,the absence of agitation or discord, and the
presence of God.
As individuals and in the company of
others and God, may wc become vulnerable and
authentic. As a community may wc be saturated
in love, compassion, and grace.
As a community, may wc know intimately
the depth of Gods tender love for us and
begin to grasp our true identities as "Beloved
C h i l d r e n o f G o d . "
H1N1: George Fox expects
4 0 % I n f e c t e d
Continued from page I
is a key component. In spite of the common
knowledge that college students arc notoriouslyknown to pull all-nighters and study endlessly,
if not play endlessly, sleep and good rest arc
huge prevention components.
Just as in all components of overall good
health, making sure to cat well and take daily
multi-vitamins, helps a lot in keeping the body
well and stronger in the face of floating viruses.
Another simple thing to do is to be mindful of
sneezing into the crook of one's sleeve instead
of using one's hands when covering. Also, as a
number one prevention, washing one's hands
often and even keeping hand .sanitizcr handy is
a great way to avoid lots of germs.
For those who do fall ill, the top two ways
to a speedy recovery are getting plenty of rest
and staying well hydratcd. As Floyd says,
"hibernate for a while," as there is nothing
like the rcst-pill. Students with temperatures
over 100' arc advised to stay in their dorms
and to even go home if possible, and of course
to stay away from classes. Teachers have been
prompted to be lenient and understanding in
the face of i l l students. Self- isolation is the
word of the day for those students who find
themselves sick and down with the flu virus.
When it comes to roommates, the best
advice is to stay clear of your sick roommate
and the dorm room itself. Seek out alternative
study spaces and find somewhere else to stay if
possible. Sanitizing and wiping down common
areas with cleaning products, like Clorox, are
very good precautionary measures in keeping
down the spread of germs. Also, if you find
yourself with a sick roommate, help him orher as best you can while still doing your best
to keep your distance. Be sure to let your RA
know as well, as they have been well prompted
on how to handle such situations.
Lastly, when it comes to the flu, Floyd says,"there is no magical cure," and it's mainly just a
process of riding it out. Also the vaccine is free
and expected to be coming our in mid-October.
On behalf of the entire Health and Counseling
Services staff, Floyd encourages students to call
(503-554-2340) and also to visit their websitefor additional tips on what to do when HlNl
strikes. So in the meantime, stay well and
prosper and be sure to get \^our rest and your
daily vitamins.
S U D O K U
Level: medium
How To Play:
1. Fill the grid so that
the numbers I through
9 appear in each row.
2. Fill the grid so that
the numbers I through
9 appear in each column.
3. Fill the grid so that
the numbers I through
9 appear in each 3x3
box.
4.A complete Sudoku
puzzle contains the
numbers I through 9 in
every row, column, and
3x3 box.
T H U R S D A Y
7-8 p.m., Cameron Anglin and Curtis
M o r t o n
9-10 p.m.. Aaron Strutz
10-11 p.m., Metal forthe Masses. Ryan
Wa t s o n a n d B r a n d o n Ta f t
11-12 p.m., Real Talk, Allma Kamara
F R I D A Y
7-8 p.m., Hardcore Dance, DJ H.T.I.D.
(Chris Shields)
L O O K I N G F O R A J O B ?
N O W H I R I N G :
GFU yearbook L'Ami
Looking for enthusiastic
individuals to be a part of
the team that produces the
yearbook each year. Photog
raphers of all skill level or
anyone who is interested in
learning something new are
welcome to apply!!
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